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Change and its inevitability is not only 
something we must accept but celebrate 
too. The past year at Montage has been 
defined by the changes it has experienced. 
An incoming Chief Executive Officer and 
Director of Administration in early 2015 
were part of this natural ebb and flow of               
organizational life and that in itself set 
change in motion. Different objectives and 
diverse visions of how to achieve them is 
the trademark of progress and forward 
thinking. Those who are invested in      
Montage have shown their overwhelming 
support in this regard. 

Montage working with Seth & Sick Children’s Hospital 

Highlights of 2015 include: 
 

 Proactive and creative community planning 

 Montage was one of only 12 provincial Housing Task Force projects 
granted funding 

 We are supporting more people now in our fee-for-service component 

 Montage was the lead agency in the successful Seeking Solutions                   
Marketplace 

 We are introducing customized employment services 

 Our residential services welcomed a new Senior Manager and an    
additional Manager to provide more support and supervision 

 An additional resident was welcomed to our Ossington Avenue      
apartment support location 

 Montage is supporting three new individuals in our condominium model 
in partnership with Delisle Youth Services 

 Our head office location will soon host planned and structured drop-in       
activities for those who are interested in participating 

 Our website was completely overhauled and is more user-friendly 

 We launched a quarterly newsletter, Dreamweaver to showcase the 
success of the folks we work with and better communicate with our 
stakeholders and supporters 

 Planning and marketing has started on its What’s Your Dream? Gala        
scheduled for April, 2016 

 Toward the later part of 2015, the Board of Directors and Senior                
Management engaged in strategic thinking sessions that culminated 
with an action plan to be rolled out during the next three years 

The coming year will bring additional opportunities. As Montage begins to build its future, it 
will be founded on a strong base of past achievements. In the coming year, we will           
concentrate on three pillars of community services: residential, community, and soon –    
customized employment. When change is self-initiated it is easily adaptable since it is    
wanted. Change will trigger progress and new opportunities. In embracing change while 
honoring its past, Montage will lead in excellence in care and advocacy for a portion of the 
population that deserves to be seen, heard, and respected with the dignity all of us are     
entitled to. 
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coming soon in DREAMweaver >>> 



R E C O G N I T I O N  of 5, 10, 15 and 20+ years of service.  November, 2015: Montage proudly         
celebrated the dedication  of 22 of its long standing service employees with a celebratory luncheon and 
commemorative gift. 

Montage Support Services 

Person-Direct Planning >>> 

Investing in our youth… 
Earlier this month, Montage invited a local             
secondary school to learn of the importance of our        
services .  Students attended a “info-workshop” with 
Montage management staff, frontline, and people 
supported by our services.  The day long seminar 
left classmates informed and engaged on the                       
challenges and needs of indivduals who are living 
with disabilities, yet have “equal needs” and the 
competency to live purposeful lives. 

 

Marcella Respite Home not only received 
praise for the  manner in which they          
performed their duties on the inside of the 
home, they also received City recognition 
as the 2015 Ward 43 Beautiful Front        
Garden Award recipient, for the pride and 
care demonstrated in beautifying the front 
garden. 
 

Pictured in the front yard garden is staff member 
Munawwara Sultana. 
 
 

Montage Respite Home  
A special feature dedicated to Heather                 
Patterson appeared in DREAMweaver’s         
Summer/Fall edition.  Montage was         
honoured and priviledged to receive Judy 
Patterson’s contribution in memory of her 
daughter and her praise of Montage staff. 
Montage prides itself in the quality of care 
and support provided by staff who dedicate 
their lives to ensure our home feels like 
“home” and that those who seek our                     
services are respected and cared for. 

MAKING WORK WORK >>> 

Over the last year, our Making Work Work program has been establishing 
itself with employers and the volunteer sector. The employment piece, 
which initially started as job coach training module for existing Montage 
staff in work related support roles, has now evolved into a customized em-
ployment program. We recently submitted a 3 year GROW funding grant to 
the Ontario Trillium Foundation.  The people we are supporting and working 
with are being introduced to the philosophies of customized employment as 
we help them navigate their career paths. We are anticipating that this will 
become one of the fee for service offerings of Montage. 
The priority has been to educate and engage employers around the value 
and impact that diversifying their work force will have when they identify 
equitable jobs for the adults we support. Connections have been made 
where we have presented to key employers who have agreed to work with 
us as they develop and re-define hiring practices. Our intention is to get 
onto the radar of as many types of work as possible so that when they are 
in a hiring position, they will come to Montage as an employment broker.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Recognizing that volunteer experience is an important component and gage 
for future work, we have been intentional about aligning ourselves with 
established events and organizations that are driven by volunteers. We are 
distancing ourselves from places that slot people in as ‘volunteers’ and 
where others are getting paid (unless clear parameters and other types 
compensation have been established).  The MWW volunteer model has 
shifted attitudes and was instrumental in the Pan Am/Para Pan Games in 
creating opportunities for not only the people that we support, but also for 
more than 75 adults with complex needs across the GTA to volunteer.  
The person directed planners and MWW, also partnered with and sent  
contingencies to the City of Toronto for Doors Open, TIFF, Jayu and the 
Asian film festivals, Woofstock, Luminato, The Santa Claus Parade and as 
helpers at the Rotary Children’s Christmas Party. We also have reception 
volunteers at Kensington Hospice, a manicurist at a  nursing home,  an 
office assistant at the DSO  Toronto offices and two people in weekly roles  
at Sick Kids.  With the formal announcement of workshops closing across 
the GTA we are hoping to assist  more people to build on their work ethic 
and to secure places where their strongest attribute can translate into a 
work experience that brings them validation of who they are and what they 
have to offer. 

Cityline “ Finally”   

Roberto’s journey and support through Montage was featured in the      
Summer/Fall edition of DREAMweaver, 2015. When speaking with him in 
June, of 2015, Roberto was working diligently with the Montage              
Person-Direct team, determined to establish goals and reach them-with our 
help!   At the time, Roberto had recently moved from a group home into a 
two person condominium.  Montage’s Person-Direct team had him set   
attainable short term and long term goals.  In June of this year, those goals included orienting himself 
into a new home, completing his volunteer hours from high school and playing hockey at a local arena. 
Since then, Roberto happily reports he is going for his G2 license this week which will allow him the   
freedom of getting around town without having to rely on a wheeltrans schedule.  He also plans to go 
back to school in September and is registering for Recreation and Leisure at Humber College with plans 
to put that knowledge into starting his own Parasport team, recreationally and competitively and is       
personally moving into competitive Sledge Hockey.  In his  diligence and determination Roberto says, 
I’m “taking it step by step” and determined to live my dream. 

supported 
Meet Jason  Jason is a 38 year old male living independently with roommates outside of Montage’s 
residency.  He was referred to Montage Support Services in April of 2015 by DSO specifically for our    
Person Direct Planning for a year.  Having worked at the Rogers Centre as a part time dishwasher for the 
past 7 years, Jason  wanted to be able to prepare and handle food in the kitchen environment.  Working 
closely with a Montage Planner over the past 8 months, he has been able to set goals towards by putting 
together a step by step action plan that included furthering his education.  

Independent living 

Meet Abdulah 

Abdulah is a movie buff!  When TIFF came to town Michael MacKenzie, Making Work Work         
approached the organizers for an opportunity to become involved knowing of Abdulah’s interest in       
movies and Hollywood celebrities.  Their meetings resulted in Abdulah and his support worker, Sheldon 
volunteering at 2 of the 8 locations, Ryerson and the Bell Lighthouse on rotating shifts throughout the 
TIFF week.  An    experience which left organizers thoroughly impressed with Abdulah’s abilitity to take 
on the responsibility of collecting votes, setting up stanchions, and other immediate tasks which arose 
throughout his shift including interacting with guests and celebrities on the red carpet as a “greeter”.   

Meet Chris  Working with Access Toronto on some other projects, it was suggested that Chris 
volunteer as a reviewer since he is very articulate and is an excellent advocate for accessibility; not 
only for himself but for all people with accessibility concerns. As someone who lives downtown, he 
knows what it means to navigate congested sidewalks, narrow doorways with raised stoops, and 
tight cornered washrooms. We introduced him with Access Toronto who then had a phone interview 
with Chris, then met with Silvia Guido who heads up the blog. She partnered him with a seasoned 
volunteer who will work with Chris on assessments of local businesses every 4- 6 weeks.  His       
assessments are then posted on their website for readers to view and comment. Montage further 
promotes his reviews and rates them accordingly on our website: www.montagesupportservices.ca. 

 

 

November 30th was a dream come true day for Debbie!  

After 2 years in pursuit of tickets to Cityline, Montage 

staff received a reply!  “It’s like winning the lottery!” With 

ticket requests out numbering seats to the show a 2 

year wait is not extensive!  Pictured with host Tracey 

Moore.  Wendy, Debbie and Lisa. 


